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A comprehensive and user-friendly introduction to statistics forbehavioral science students—revised and updated Refined over seven editions
by master teachers, this book givesinstructors and students alike clear examples and carefully craftedexercises to support the teaching and
learning of statistics forboth manipulating and consuming data. One of the most popular and respected statistics texts in thebehavioral
sciences, the Seventh Edition of Introductory Statisticsfor the Behavioral Sciences has been fully revised. The new editionpresents all the
topics students in the behavioral sciences need ina uniquely accessible and easy-to-understand format, aiding in thecomprehension and
implementation of the statistical analyses mostcommonly used in the behavioral sciences. The Seventh Edition features: A continuous
narrative that clearly explains statistics whiletracking a common data set throughout, making the conceptsunintimidating and memorable, and
providing a framework thatconnects all of the topics and allows for easy comparison ofdifferent statistical analyses Coverage of important
aspects of research design throughout thetext, such as the "correlation is not causality" principle Updated and annotated SPSS output at the
end of each chapterwith step-by-step instructions Updated examples and exercises An expanded website, at www.wiley.com/go/welkowitz,
with testbank, chapter quizzes, and PowerPoint slides for instructors, aswell as a second website for students with additional basic
mathcoverage, math review exercises, a study guide, a set of additionalSPSS exercises, and more downloadable data sets
Institutional review boards (IRBs) are the linchpins of the protection systems that govern human participation in research. In recent years,
high-profile cases have focused attention on the weaknesses of the procedures for protecting participants in medical research. The issues
surrounding participants protection in the social, behavioral, and economic sciences may be less visible to the public eye, but they are no less
important in ensuring ethical and responsible research. This report examines three key issues related to human participation in social,
behavioral, and economic sciences research: (1) obtaining informed, voluntary consent from prospective participants: (2) guaranteeing the
confidentiality of information collected from participants, which is a particularly challenging problem in social sciences research; and (3) using
appropriate review procedures for â€œminimal-riskâ€ research. Protecting Participants and Facilitating Social and Behavioral Sciences
Research will be important to policy makers, research administrators, research sponsors, IRB members, and investigators. More generally, it
contains important information for all who want to ensure the best protectionâ€"for participants and researchers alikeâ€"in the social,
behavioral, and economic sciences.
Applied Statistics for the Social and Health Sciences provides graduate students in the social and health sciences with the basic skills that
they need to estimate, interpret, present, and publish statistical models using contemporary standards. The book targets the social and health
science branches such as human development, public health, sociology, psychology, education, and social work in which students bring a
wide range of mathematical skills and have a wide range of methodological affinities. For these students, a successful course in statistics will
not only offer statistical content but will also help them develop an appreciation for how statistical techniques might answer some of the
research questions of interest to them. This book is for use in a two-semester graduate course sequence covering basic univariate and
bivariate statistics and regression models for nominal and ordinal outcomes, in addition to covering ordinary least squares regression. Key
features of the book include: interweaving the teaching of statistical concepts with examples developed for the course from publicly-available
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social science data or drawn from the literature thorough integration of teaching statistical theory with teaching data processing and analysis
teaching of both SAS and Stata "side-by-side" and use of chapter exercises in which students practice programming and interpretation on the
same data set and course exercises in which students can choose their own research questions and data set. This book is for a twosemester course. For a one-semester course, see http://www.routledge.com/9780415991544/
This field-leading introduction to statistics text for students in the behavioral and social sciences continues to offer straightforward instruction,
accuracy, built-in learning aids, and real-world examples. The goals of STATISTICS FOR THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES, 10th Edition are to
teach the methods of statistics and convey the basic principles of objectivity and logic that are essential for science -- and valuable in
everyday life. Authors Frederick Gravetter and Larry Wallnau help students understand statistical procedures through a conceptual context
that explains why the procedures were developed and when they should be used. Students have numerous opportunities to practice
statistical techniques through learning checks, examples, step-by-step demonstrations, and problems. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
In addition to learning how to apply classic statistical methods, students need to understand when these methods perform well, and when and
why they can be highly unsatisfactory. Modern Statistics for the Social and Behavioral Sciences illustrates how to use R to apply both
standard and modern methods to correct known problems with classic techniques. Numerous illustrations provide a conceptual basis for
understanding why practical problems with classic methods were missed for so many years, and why modern techniques have practical
value. Designed for a two-semester, introductory course for graduate students in the social sciences, this text introduces three major
advances in the field: Early studies seemed to suggest that normality can be assumed with relatively small sample sizes due to the central
limit theorem. However, crucial issues were missed. Vastly improved methods are now available for dealing with non-normality. The impact of
outliers and heavy-tailed distributions on power and our ability to obtain an accurate assessment of how groups differ and variables are
related is a practical concern when using standard techniques, regardless of how large the sample size might be. Methods for dealing with
this insight are described. The deleterious effects of heteroscedasticity on conventional ANOVA and regression methods are much more
serious than once thought. Effective techniques for dealing heteroscedasticity are described and illustrated. Requiring no prior training in
statistics, Modern Statistics for the Social and Behavioral Sciences provides a graduate-level introduction to basic, routinely used statistical
techniques relevant to the social and behavioral sciences. It describes and illustrates methods developed during the last half century that deal
with known problems associated with classic techniques. Espousing the view that no single method is always best, it imparts a general
understanding of the relative merits of various techniques so that the choice of method can be made in an informed manner.
4LTR Press solutions give students the option to choose the format that best suits their learning preferences. This option is perfect for those
students who focus on the textbook as their main course resource. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Intended for beginning graduate or advanced undergraduate students, this book provides a comprehensive review of research methods used
in psychology and related disciplines. It covers topics that are often omitted in other texts including correlational and qualitative research and
integrative literature reviews. Basic principles are reviewed for those who need a refresher. The focus is on conceptual issues – statistics are
kept to a minimum. Featuring examples from all fields of psychology, the book addresses laboratory and field research. Chapters are written
to be used independently, so instructors can pick and choose those that fit their course needs. Reorganized to parallel the steps of the
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research process, tips on writing reports are also provided. Each chapter features an outline, key terms, a summary, and questions and
exercises that integrate chapter topics and put theory into practice. A glossary and an annotated list of readings are now included.
Extensively updated throughout, the new edition features a new co-author, Mary Kite, and: • New chapters on qualitative research and
content analysis and another on integrative literature reviews including meta-analysis, critical techniques for today’s research environment. •
A new chapter on exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis that addresses the use of path analysis and structural equation modeling. • A
new chapter on how to write a research report using APA style. • Examples from cross-cultural and multi-cultural research, neuroscience,
cognitive, and developmental psychology along with ones from social, industrial, and clinical psychology. • More on Internet research and
studies. • Greatly expanded Part 3 on research designs with chapters on true experiments, field research, correlational and single-case
designs, content analysis, and survey and qualitative research. • A website with PowerPoint slides for each chapter, a test bank with short
answer and multiple choice questions, additional teaching resources, and the tables and figures from the book for Instructor’s and chapter
outlines, suggested readings, and links to related web sites for students. Intended as a text for beginning graduate and/or advanced
undergraduate courses in research methods or experimental methods or design taught in psychology, human development, family studies,
education, or other social and behavioral sciences, a prerequisite of undergraduate statistics and a beginning research methods course is
assumed.

Interactive Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences is an engaging tour of the topics covered in most behavioral science statistics
textbooks: descriptive statistics, the logic of hypothesis testing, t tests, power analysis, confidence intervals, analysis of variance,
correlation/regression, and nonparametric inferential statistics. Yet, it employs a radically different pedagogical approach. Without
wholly abandoning the tradition of using a printed textbook to supplement classroom or online instruction, this system has at its
core an interactive set of components that run through Web browsers such as Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator. Working
through these components, students create their own customized learning experience, rather than passively reading a printed text.
The end result is students who can better master and even enjoy a subject that many approach with trepidation.
Meant for a first course in Statistics offered to students in Education, Psychology, and other Behavioral Sciences. Written by one
of the most recognizable names in the discipline, Basic Statistic for the Behavioral Sciences discusses statistics in the context of
educational and psychological research, making a typically abstract subject more meaningful to readers. The text helps readers
develop a conceptual understanding of statistics, above and beyond computation, by providing numerous real-life examples and
ample opportunities for students to check, review, and apply their learning..
Designed to engage students and lower their "fear factor", Integrative Statistics for the Social and Behavioral Sciences is a
concise, user-friendly text that prepares students to use statistics in the real world. Providing depth and breadth of statistical tests,
the text focuses on choosing the appropriate statistical analysis, and shows how to interpret the output and present the results.
Basic descriptive statistics, hypothesis testing, and basic inferential statistics are covered along with more advanced topics such
as correlation, regression, non-parametric statistics, multivariate statistics, and general linear modeling. The authors emphasize
choosing the appropriate statistical test through conceptual material, assumptions, homework exercises, and a helpful "choose-thePage 3/10
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appropriate-test" flowchart. They focus on the interpretation of results from both Excel and SPSS outputs, and also demonstrate
how to do important calculations by hand to help students grasp the underlying concepts. The book includes end-of-chapter
exercises that help students fully grasp the content of each chapter.
Master the essential statistical skills used in social andbehavioral sciences Essentials of Statistics for the Social and Behavioral
Sciencesdistills the overwhelming amount of material covered inintroductory statistics courses into a handy, practical resourcefor
students and professionals. This accessible guide covers basicto advanced concepts in a clear, concrete, and readablestyle.
Essentials of Statistics for the Social and Behavioral Sciencesguides you to a better understanding of basic concepts ofstatistical
methods. Numerous practical tips are presented forselecting appropriate statistical procedures. In addition, thisuseful guide
demonstrates how to evaluate and interpret statisticaldata, provides numerous formulas for calculating statistics fromtables of
summary statistics, and offers a variety of workedexamples. As part of the Essentials of Behavioral Science series, this bookoffers
a thorough review of the most relevant statistical conceptsand techniques that will arm you with the tools you'll need
forknowledgeable, informed practice. Each concise chapter featuresnumerous callout boxes highlighting key concepts, bulleted
points,and extensive illustrative material, as well as "Test Yourself"questions that help you gauge and reinforce your grasp of
theinformation covered.
This text, designed for the introductory student with no background in statistics, features the author's step-by-step approach to
teaching the subject. Each chapter contains procedures that walk the student through the descriptive or inferential statistic being
presented. These procedures help to break down the barriers that prevent students from learning statistics.
This text uses the same conceptual, intuitive approach of Basic Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences, but eliminates extensive
reference material and advanced or obscure statistical methods. Essentials presents only the procedures undergraduates need for
reading research literature and conducting their own studies. New terms are integrated with more difficult concepts in an
accessible, non-threatening format that provides concise explanations, creating a foundation and making further elaboration easier
to understand. A Quick Review sections revisit concepts, provide worked-out examples, and help students check comprehension
through review questions. Computational formulas appear in color throughout each chapter and key terms are highlighted,
reviewed in the chapter summary, and listed in a key terms section.
Updated with current research that's relevant to today's learners, Gravetter/Wallnau/Forzano/Witnauer's ESSENTIALS OF
STATISTICS FOR THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES, 10th Edition delivers straightforward instruction, unrivaled accuracy, hands-on
learning tools and a wealth of real-world examples and illustrations. Giving extra focus to difficult topics, the authors take time to
explain statistical procedures so that readers can go beyond memorizing formulas to truly understanding the hows and whys of
statistics. Integrated applications reinforce concepts, ensuring that even those with a weak background in mathematics can fully
grasp statistical concepts. As a result, readers become savvy consumers of information. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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The Reviewer’s Guide is designed for reviewers of research manuscripts and proposals in the social and behavioral
sciences, and beyond. Its uniquely structured chapters address traditional and emerging quantitative methods of data
analysis.
Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences is an introduction to statistics text that will engage students in an ongoing spirit of
discovery by illustrating how statistics apply to modern-day research problems. By integrating instructions, screenshots,
and practical examples for using IBM SPSS® Statistics software, the book makes it easy for students to learn statistical
concepts within each chapter. Gregory J. Privitera takes a user-friendly approach while balancing statistical theory,
computation, and application with the technical instruction needed for students to succeed in the modern era of data
collection, analysis, and statistical interpretation.
Appropriate for social science students, this text offers comprehensive coverage of both experimental and nonexperimental methods. The author provides succinct explanations for a full range of methods, including descriptive,
correlational, experimental, and quasi-experimental research designs. Practical tips and applications integrated
throughout the text allow students to make real-world connections and understand the material. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This comprehensive and accessible book provides an overview of the central and most fundamental methodological
issue for empirical researchers - how should we interpret statistical significance? Beginning with a thorough introduction
to null-hypothesis testing and statistical significance, the book then advances the arguments for and against the current
interpretations and the use of significance testing in research. Siu L Chow presents a coherent challenge to
contemporary criticisms of significance testing and offers a substantial and thought-provoking contribution to the debate
on the proper role of statistical significance in empirical research.
Packed with real-world illustrations and the latest data available, BASIC STATISTICS FOR THE BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCES, 7e demystifies and fully explains statistics in a lively, reader-friendly format. The author's clear, patiently
crafted explanations with an occasional touch of humor, teach readers not only how to compute an answer but also why
they should perform the procedure or what their answer reveals about the data. Offering a conceptual-intuitive approach,
this popular book presents statistics within an understandable research context, deals directly and positively with
potential weaknesses in mathematics, and introduces new terms and concepts in an integrated way. Available with
InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Incorporating a hands-on pedagogical approach, Nonparametric Statistics for Social and Behavioral Sciences presents
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the concepts, principles, and methods used in performing many nonparametric procedures. It also demonstrates practical
applications of the most common nonparametric procedures using IBM’s SPSS software. This text is the only current
nonparametric book written specifically for students in the behavioral and social sciences. Emphasizing sound research
designs, appropriate statistical analyses, and accurate interpretations of results, the text: Explains a conceptual
framework for each statistical procedure Presents examples of relevant research problems, associated research
questions, and hypotheses that precede each procedure Details SPSS paths for conducting various analyses Discusses
the interpretations of statistical results and conclusions of the research With minimal coverage of formulas, the book
takes a nonmathematical approach to nonparametric data analysis procedures and shows students how they are used in
research contexts. Each chapter includes examples, exercises, and SPSS screen shots illustrating steps of the statistical
procedures and resulting output.
Understanding Statistics in the Behavioral SciencesPsychology Press
As a textbook for the first course in applied statistics, [this book] is used primarily by students majoring in psychology,
education, and other behavioral sciences. [The author] emphasize[s] the purpose, rationale, and application of important
statistical concepts over rote memorization and the mechanical application of formulas. [This book] does not require
much background in mathematics. ... the student need be familiar only with the thinking patterns learned in high school
algebra and geometry; all relevant terms and operations are reviewed in Appendix 1. ... the book contains many
computations and problems to solve, but most statistical formulas rely heavily on simple arithmetic, addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, and the taking of square roots ... [The book] presents discriptive statistics, inducing central
tendency, variability, relative position, regression, and correlation. [It] deals with elementary inferential statistics, including
sampling distributions, the logic of hypothesis testing, elementary parametric tests, and simple analysis of variance ...
-Pref.
This introductory text presents sophisticated statistical concepts in simple and logical steps, with relevant examples and
illustrations drawn from psychology and the social sciences. Students will gain confidence rather than be overwhelmed
as they focus on the basic foundations for understanding and using statistics in psychological research and everyday life.
Widely praised pedagogy includes case studies and examples, Checking Your Progress sections, Troubleshooting Your
Computations sections, chapter-ending exercises, and five appendixes for reference and review.
Relative advantages/disadvantages of various techniques are presented so that the reader can be helped to understand
the choices they make on using the techniques. A considerable number of illustrations are included and the book focuses
on using R for its computer software application. A useful text for postgraduate students in the social science
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disciplines.-Susan Starkings, International Statistical Review, 2012This is an interesting and valuable book By gathering
a mass of results on that topic into a single volume with references, alternative procedures, and supporting software, the
author has provided a valuable service to those interested in these issues, which should probably include anyone
teaching the techniques covered in this book. Recommended to those with a solid background in traditional statistical
inference who want a highly competent and comprehensive statement of the cases against traditional statistical inference
techniques.-Robert W. Hayden, MAA Reviews, March 2012.
Understanding Statistics in the Behavioral Sciences is designed to help readers understand research reports, analyze
data, and familiarize themselves with the conceptual underpinnings of statistical analyses used in behavioral science
literature. The authors review statistics in a way that is intended to reduce anxiety for students who feel intimidated by
statistics. Conceptual underpinnings and practical applications are stressed, whereas algebraic derivations and complex
formulas are reduced. New ideas are presented in the context of a few recurring examples, which allows readers to focus
more on the new statistical concepts than on the details of different studies. The authors' selection and organization of
topics is slightly different from the ordinary introductory textbook. It is motivated by the needs of a behavioral science
student, or someone in clinical practice, rather than by formal, mathematical properties. The book begins with hypothesis
testing and then considers how hypothesis testing is used in conjunction with statistical designs and tests to answer
research questions. In addition, this book treats analysis of variance as another application of multiple regression. With
this integrated, unified approach, students simultaneously learn about multiple regression and how to analyze data
associated with basic analysis of variance and covariance designs. Students confront fewer topics but those they do
encounter possess considerable more power, generality, and practical importance. This integrated approach helps to
simplify topics that often cause confusion. Understanding Statistics in the Behavioral Sciences features:*Computer-based
exercises, many of which rely on spreadsheets, help the reader perform statistical analyses and compare and verify the
results using either SPSS or SAS. These exercises also provide an opportunity to explore definitional formulas by altering
raw data or terms within a formula and immediately see the consequences thus providing a deeper understanding of the
basic concepts. *Key terms and symbols are boxed when first introduced and repeated in a glossary to make them easier
to find at review time. *Numerous tables and graphs, including spreadsheet printouts and figures, help students visualize
the most critical concepts. This book is intended as a text for introductory behavioral science statistics. It will appeal to
instructors who want a relatively brief text. The book's active approach to learning, works well both in the classroom and
for individual self-study.
Written by an interdisciplinary team of global experts, this book is an invaluable tool for anyone learning about research
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methods.
Statistical Power Analysis is a nontechnical guide to power analysis in research planning that provides users of applied
statistics with the tools they need for more effective analysis. The Second Edition includes: * a chapter covering power
analysis in set correlation and multivariate methods; * a chapter considering effect size, psychometric reliability, and the
efficacy of "qualifying" dependent variables and; * expanded power and sample size tables for multiple
regression/correlation.
Statistics for International Social Work And Other Behavioral Sciences presents statistics using straightforward,
accessible language, making it easier for students of all backgrounds -- particularly social work student undergraduates,
graduates and practitioners -- to learn and apply statistical concepts, tools, and procedures. The book incorporates two
powerful statistical software programs, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) and Microsoft Excel ToolPak,
into statistical computations. The course contents have been organized pedagogically in an order that allows students to
view the progression of concepts and hand calculations in conjunction with computerized statistical analysis tools.
Furthermore, this text is unique in that it includes appendices specifically designed to provide instructions on preparing
data for data entry, construct variable names, and data analysis-using SPSS; present guidelines to nonparametric
statistics and post hoc comparisons; and focus on Microsoft Excel ToolPak, which is available in most personally owned
computers and handheld devices such as tablets and smart phones. The book also includes robust instructor and student
materials via a companion website.
The Study Guide to Accompany Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences includes a review of chapter learning objectives, chapter
outlines and key terms, essential statistical formulas, special tips and insights for students, and chapter summaries. To practice
skills, the guide offers word searches and crossword puzzles for each chapter, extensive practice quizzes linked to chapter
learning objectives and SPSS in Focus exercises which complement those in the book.
Based on over 30 years of successful teaching experience in this course, Robert Pagano's introductory text takes an intuitive,
concepts-based approach to descriptive and inferential statistics. He uses the sign test to introduce inferential statistics, empirically
derived sampling distributions, many visual aids, and lots of interesting examples to promote student understanding. One of the
hallmarks of this text is the positive feedback from students -- even students who are not mathematically inclined praise the text for
its clarity, detailed presentation, and use of humor to help make concepts accessible and memorable. Thorough explanations
precede the introduction of every formula, and the exercises that immediately follow include a step-by-step model that lets
students compare their work against fully solved examples. This combination makes the text perfect for students taking their first
statistics course in psychology or other social and behavioral sciences. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Recent Publications in the Social and Behavioral Sciences presents a guide to books, articles, some government reports, and a
few pamphlets and unbound items about the theory; methodology; the principal areas of investigation and areas of investigation of
potential reward; and about the role of the social sciences in contemporary society. The book provides a list of cited periodicals,
bibliography, and title and subject indices. The text also covers a bibliography of special issues of The Americal Behavioral
Scientist. The book will be useful to behavioral scientists, psychologists, and psychiatrists.
1???????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????S. Asch???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ?1????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? ???????Osgood & Suci, Tanenbaum? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???evaluation???????????????????? ???potency?????????????????????? ????activity?????????????????????? ???????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????Kinder?Abelson??1980?????????????????????????????
???????competence???????integrity?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ?2????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Anderson????20??60
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????The averaging model????????1965????????
?????????????????????????????????????2-1???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???
Cited by more than 300 scholars, Statistical Reasoning in the Behavioral Sciences continues to provide streamlined resources and
easy-to-understand information on statistics in the behavioral sciences and related fields, including psychology, education, human
resources management, and sociology. Students and professionals in the behavioral sciences will develop an understanding of
statistical logic and procedures, the properties of statistical devices, and the importance of the assumptions underlying statistical
tools. This revised and updated edition continues to follow the recommendations of the APA Task Force on Statistical Inference
and greatly expands the information on testing hypotheses about single means. The Seventh Edition moves from a focus on the
use of computers in statistics to a more precise look at statistical software. The “Point of Controversy” feature embedded
throughout the text provides current discussions of exciting and hotly debated topics in the field. Readers will appreciate how the
comprehensive graphs, tables, cartoons and photographs lend vibrancy to all of the material covered in the text.
This book is a learning tool and reference guide for individuals who are confronted with statistical or research terminology
commonly used in the behavioral sciences, whether it be psychology, education, communication, political science, or any of
dozens of other fields that study society and individual differences. It provides an overview of common statistical terms,
techniques, and processes. The text has two goals. The first is helping readers become better consumers of statistics so they can
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better understand and interpret results presented to them. The second is presenting information that can be useful for statistics
and research methods courses. Unlike most standard textbooks, which are often much longer and more detailed, this book
reviews standard statistical concepts and techniques at a very high level using easy-to-understand language and real world
examples. Each section includes a general review of the topic, relevant key terms, an example, and a story or illustration that
highlights key points and questions. Topics fall within two general areas. The first is measurement and research basics, which
covers types of scales, item writing, translations, study design, reliability, and validity. The second is statistical calculations and
analyses, including descriptive statistics, distributions, t-tests, analysis of variance (ANOVA), chi-square, correlation, and
regression. The introduction covers many basic statistical concepts and the concluding section presents suggestions for
presenting your own statistical results.
This book provides a showcase for "best practices" in teaching statistics and research methods in two- and four-year colleges and
universities. A helpful resource for teaching introductory, intermediate, and advanced statistics and/or methods, the book features
coverage of: ways to integrate these courses; how to promote ethical conduct; how to create writing intensive programs; novel
tools and activities to get students involved; strategies for teaching online courses and computer applications; guidance on how to
create and maintain helpful Web resources; assessment advice to help demonstrate that students are learning; and tips on linking
diversity to research methodology. This book appeals to veteran and novice educators and graduate students who teach research
methods and/or statistics in psychology and other behavioral sciences and serves as an excellent resource in related faculty
workshops. A CD with activities that readers can customize is included.
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